
Before we start...
We recommend watching this presentation on a laptop or a tablet device

«Please press «Ctrl/Command + L» on Adobe Acrobat for full screen mood)

Thanks

Presentation by:
Muhanad Toukhi



Syrian Center
for Media and Freedom of Expression

Logo choices
In this file we will go through 3 Logo choises,
in addition to color palettes and logotypes “fonts”.

But before we dive in, let’s go through some important stuff...
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Apparently it's outdated.
It doesn’t exactly represent what the organization is about.
doesn’t have a nice balance.
It’s unscalable “it’s hard to see it from a long distance”.
And it has too many details.

At the beginning...
let’s take a look at the current Logo Mark,
It’s important to revise our goals behind this transition!
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The reason behind this transition:
- The expansion of the center work and the new programs and projects

that the center became involved during the recent years.

- Reflecting this expansion to the audience by updating the
visual identity, therefore updating the logo.

- This expansion has crossed the limitation of the syrian affair,
and went world wide.

- The current logo need to be updated.
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We conclude...
- The new logo should represent what the organization stands for.

Reminder:
- It has to be memorable to the audience.

- It should be as formal as it could.

- It should be simple, balanced, modern, flexible and scalable.

Simple Balanced Modern Flixible Scalable

The Center’s objectives are:
Having democratic societies guaranteeing 
freedom of expression and belief.
Ensuring respect of human rights, fighting 
impunity and enabling victims to reach 
justice.
Supporting citizenship and empowering 
civil society actors in policy making and 
justice processes
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Now, we’re ready to dive in to the first option!

With no further hype, here we go!

The first logo combines two of the Center’s objectives, which are:

Using the “Golden Ratio”, It combines these two elements in one
elegant & simple way seamlessly to create this balanced logo.

1 -

2 -

Freedom

Supporting citizenship
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The hands represent
the supportation in general,
it also represents the light of the tortch.

The torch represents
freedom and liberty
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Logo structure:
Logo LogoMark LogoType

OneColor Inverted GrayScale
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Colors
It’s the combination of 3 colors with the color Blue being the main color.

TypeFace
The typeface is rounded and modern as the Logo,
it’s also free licenced like every typeface has been chosen, no worries here!

Tajawal
TypeFace

315B8A 548FCC FCCA6C

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll 

Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww 

Xx Yy Zz

أ، ب، ت، ث، ج، ح، خ، د، ذ، ر، ز، س، ش، 

ص، ض، ط، ظ، ع، غ، ف، ق، ك، ل، م، 

ن، هـ، و، ي
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Ok, that was thorough, let’s jump to the second option!

Let’s go!

This second option combines elegancy and the 3 main letters of the Center’s name
in a shape of a shield which refers to defending human rights, so it’s about:

The “Golden Ratio” has also been used to measure the dimentions right,
and to balance the logo’s elements.

1 -

2 -

SCM

Defending Human Rights
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The shiled represents
“Defending the Human Rights”. 

Represents the Center’s name.

SCM
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Logo structure:
Logo LogoMark LogoType

OneColor Inverted GrayScale
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Colors
They’re based on a modern blue color, with another different yet coherent color, let’s see!

TypeFace
The typeface is rounded with sharp edges that follows the logo’s style.
It has a full family like every font here, they were picked carefully to meet these standers.

Kufam
TypeFace

356986 4A9ACC EAD2B5

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk 

Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu 

Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

أ، ب، ت، ث، ج، ح، خ، د، ذ، ر، ز، 

س، ش، ص، ض، ط، ظ، ع، غ، ف، 

ق، ك، ل، م، ن، هـ، و، ي
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And last but not least, the third option!

Let’s go!

This option combines the 3 main letters of the Center’s name
in a way that they’re completing each other using positive/negative space, it has:

The “square space measurement tool” has been used to create
the logo’s dimensions and objects.
It’s by using squares to determine each shape of the logo.

1 -

2 -

SCM

Modern formal look
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Represents the Center’s name,
The letters combined in one compact yet
formal way using the negative space
in “M” to be combined with the “C”.

S C M
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Logo structure:
Logo LogoMark LogoType

OneColor Inverted GrayScale
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Colors
They’re also based on a the color blue, but mixed with a complementary color, here we go !

TypeFace
The typeface is a bit rounded yet straight with edges that follows the logo’s style.
It has a modern curves, it’s formal and of course it’s readable.

Cairo
TypeFace

446072 5882A5 EDAB73 FFF9F0

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll 

Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv 

Ww Xx Yy Zz

أ، ب، ت، ث، ج، ح، خ، د، ذ، ر، ز، س، ش، 

ص، ض، ط، ظ، ع، غ، ف، ق، ك، ل، م، ن، 

هـ، و، ي
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Now after we’ve seen all of the 3 options,
let’s put all of them tegather, but please note that each logo is designed in a specific
method and style.
with this comparison we can see what each one of them is about, and of course
we can change/switch colors depending on your demands.

Let’s go!
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Relax...

Does the 25/NOV/2020 work?

You don’t have to give an answer right away, let’s sleep on it for now.
we can set a day to talk about it instead,

Please let us know,

Thanks.
Muhanad Toukhi
23/11/2020
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